
Abstract
SK-Gd experiment had been started since July 2020, and the gadolinium(Gd) concentration was increased from 0.01%(called SK-VI) to 

0.03%(called SK-VII) on July 2022. We could achieve increasing sensitivity of Super-Kamiokande(SK) to anti-electron neutrino by detecting 
total 8MeV gamma from Gd neutron capture. 
In addition, we need an algorithm that could effectively select the neutron capture events and reject the BG ones. 
In this study, I evaluated the neutron capture efficiency in both SK-VI and SK-VII using neural network, and obtained higher capture efficiency 
than the conventional method while maintaining low BG contamination.
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※ Breakdown of systematic errors of NN

6. The results of the tagging efficiency

1. Introduction and Objective
・Gadolinium sulfate Octa-hydrate was loaded in SK on Jul.2020 

for increasing detection efficiency of IBD.  
𝑣! + 𝑝 → 𝑒"(𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑡) + 𝑛

#𝐺𝑑 + 𝑛 →# 𝐺𝑑∗ →# 𝐺𝑑 + γ(𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑑)

・Neutron tagging efficiency
= Neutron capture efficiency

×detect efficiency

→An Algorithm that could effectively 
select the neutron capture events
and 
reject the BG events!N
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◎241Am-9Be source: !𝐵𝑒 + α(from"#$Am ) →$" 𝐶∗ + γ(4.4𝑀𝑒𝑉) + 𝑛

◎The details of the calibration

2. Neutron data taking with AmBe source
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y[m]
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Time
prompt event
(scintillation light)

delayed event
(neutron capture)

・Date: Jan.2021(SK-VI) 
Jul.2023(SK-VII) 

・Position:
Both in SK-VI and SK-VII
Only in SK-VII
Only in SK-VI

・Used MC program: SKG4 (Geant4 for SK system)

・Injected particles: ①γ(4.4MeV)+neutron(2~6MeV) or 
only neutron(②6~10MeV or ③0~3MeV)

・The number of BGO: 8BGO(Data and MC) and 
No scintillator(only MC)

・BG sample data from SK are appended to the MC.

4. AmBe MC simulation
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3. Neural Network(NN): TMVA (One of the ROOT libraries)
(1) Calculate the number of PMT hits   

NHits: The number of PMT hit in 14nsec.

The events NHits≥7hits are 
selected as neutron capture candidates!
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(2)Calculate 12 input variables
・PMT hits
・PMT hit timing
・Mean direction from SK wall
・Harmonic Beta parameters
・Hit pattern

(3)Input the variables into NN 
and get TagOut value

→ Set the threshold of TagOut,
so that neutron capture events are 
selected,
and BG events are rejected 
efficiently.

TagOut: Identification value (0 to 1)
535us

BGO crystal

・Neutron tagging efficiency and BG contamination were    
calculated by counting tagged as neutron capture events

Neutron tagging ef-iciency % =
Total number of tagged Gd and proton events

Total number of prompt events

BG contamination % =
Total number of tagged BG events
Total number of prompt events

5.Optimization of TagOut threshold with MC 

○SK-VII ROC curves

[Result]
・When BG contamination is 
~0.02%(NN Output threshold ~ 
0.99), 

Neutron tagging efficiency
= 59.9912 ± 0.1383 (8BGO)
= 63.0862 ± 0.0600 (0BGO)
→ NN Output threshold in SK-VII

were determined to 0.99! 6

・Following 30 thresholds of NN Output were set and each tagging efficiencies and BG contaminations 
were calculated by counting selected true events. 
{0.05,0.1,0.15,0.2,0.25,0.3,0.35,0.4,0.45,0.5,0.55,0.6,0.65,0.7,0.75,0.8,0.85,0.9,0.91,0.92,0.93,
0.94,0.95,0.96,0.97,0.98,0.99,0.991,0.995,0.999}

Red points: With 8BGO scintillator
Blue points: With No scintillator 

BG contamination 0.02 %

SK-VII

○SK-VI ROC curves

[Result]
・When BG contamination is 
~0.02%(NN Output threshold ~ 0.99), 

Neutron tagging efficiency
= 42.9272 +/- 0.0932(8BGO)
= 45.4262 +/- 0.0406 (0BGO)

→ NN Output threshold in SK-VI
were determined to 0.99! 

5

・Following 30 thresholds of NN Output were set and each tagging efficiencies and BG contaminations 
were calculated by counting selected true events. 
{0.05,0.1,0.15,0.2,0.25,0.3,0.35,0.4,0.45,0.5,0.55,0.6,0.65,0.7,0.75,0.8,0.85,0.9,0.91,0.92,0.93,
0.94,0.95,0.96,0.97,0.98,0.99,0.991,0.995,0.999}

Red points: With 8BGO scintillator
Blue points: No scintillator 

BG contamination 0.02 %

SK-VI
SK ID volume weighted SK ID volume weighted

:the conventional method[2]:the conventional method[1]

SK-VI Neutron tagging efficiency BG contamination
Conventional 
methods[1]

35.6 ± 2.5(sys+stat) % (2.8±0.1)×10-2 %

NN analysis 45.4 ± 3.8(sys+stat) % (2.0±0.3)×10-2 %

SK-VII Neutron tagging efficiency BG contamination
Conventional 
methods[2]

59.7 ± 1.2(sys+stat) % (3.3±0.6)×10-1 %

NN analysis 63.1 ± 1.1(sys+stat) % (2.0±0.3)×10-2 %

Up!

Up!

7. Prospects
• Systematic error from prompt and delayed events selection will 
be investigated. 

• SK-VII tagging efficiency will be finalized with tuned MC(SKG4). 
• NN analysis will be introduced into DSNB analysis

Before TagOut selection After TagOut selection

Obtained higher capture efficiency 
while maintaining low BG contamination in both phase!


